Sheepland Ltd
Handmade Luxury Sheepskin Slippers, Sheepskin Boots,
Clothing and Accessories, Rugs and much more from the
family Sheepskin Company, in the heart of Somerset.

www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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Traditional Range Handmade Sheepskin Slippers

We have been proudly handcrafting this range since 1986 in our
Somerset Workshop, being completely natural, they are a real treat
for your feet! This range of slippers are all lovingly handmade from
the whole fleece, they are not lined with sheepskin, they are just pure
sheepskin, the whole slipper encases your feet in total luxury. We
can make all of these styles with a firm sole which is a lightweight EVA manmade sole or a soft suede sole.

Traditional Range Handmade Luxury
Bootie
These slippers are real luxury, made with thick twin face
sheepskin with a deep British sheepskin fleece collar for
extra warmth. We can make these with the collar left unstitched to roll up if you wish. You can choose between the
soft suede sole or a firm sole which is flexible man made,
the soft sole is stitched suede. The slim firm sole option is
pictured on the left.
You must order one size larger than your shoe size
because the sheepskin is thick and dense. It will not stretch
to fit.
AVAILABLE IN SIZES : 4-12
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Traditional Range Handmade Luxury
Katrina
These sheepskin slippers have been named after our
stitching lady Katrina, who has been making them for almost 30 years. They have a thick collar of sheepskin, an
adjustable lace and can be made with a slim firm sole
which is lightweight EVA, or you can have a soft sole made
from suede. These
are a classic moccasin style with extra
warmth around the
ankle from the luxurious whole fleece
collar.
You must order
one size larger
than your shoe
size becau s e th e sheepskin is thick and dense. It
will not stretch to fit.
Available in sizes 4-9

Traditional Range Handmade Unisex Luxury
Moccasin
These traditional moccasins are made by hand from pure twin face
sheepskin using just the whole fleece. They feature an adjustable
lace, which allows you to adjust the fit accordingly. Our unisex
moccasins are super soft and cosy for all the family. The twin face
sheepskin allows your feet to breathe, keeping you cool in summer
and warm in Winter. These Moccasins can be made with a soft sole
or a slim firm sole with a choice of colours: Tan or Chocolate.
You must order one size larger than your shoe size b ecause the sheepskin is thick and dense. It will not stretch to fit.
AVAILABLE IN SIZES : 4-13
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Luxury Sheepskin Unisex Sahara
Moccasin
Our Sahara Moccasins are all made by hand here in Somerset with a pure sheepskin lining, combined with a with a
suede outer. This means they are beautifully warm inside,
but the suede gives them added strength, which will
stretch to fit if necessary. We created these Moccasins for
those who prefer a slightly more structured slipper, plus
they’re absolutely ideal for those who have a wider foot.
Our Sahara Moccasins have a waterproof slip resistant sole
and an adjustable lace.
You should order
your usual shoe size
AVAILABLE WITH
SOFT OR FIRM
SOLE
SIZES 5-12

Luxury Handmade Unisex Bespoke Leather
and Sheepskin Moccasin
These are our most hardwearing Moccasins yet, we are immensely proud to use British leather and whole fleece sheepskin
for these fabulous slippers. Each and every pair are made to
your bespoke colour specification here in our Workshop, using
the finest grade leather from Pittards in Yeovil. The sheepskin
inner is beautifully warm and luxurious, suitable for the whole
family. These bring a bit of flair to the traditional Moccasin
style, without
sacrificing the
comfort. As these have a leather outer they are particularly
suitable for those with a wider foot. These Moccasins are
made with a slim
firm sole with a
choice of coloured
leather. Please call
or see website for
more details.
You should order your usual
shoe size
AVAILABLE IN
SIZES : 4-13
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The Original Unisex Sheepland Slipper Boot!
Unique to us, the original Sheepskin Indoor Slipper Boot.
Made with the most luxurious sheepskin, for
our most sumptuous slippers yet!
Super soft natural sheepskin throughout, no
wonder these are our bestselling slippers!
Give your feet a luxurious treat with some of
the warmest slippers we have ever seen! With
a soft sole for indoor wear only, they feature a
button with an elastic toggle so you can wear
them rolled up or down—however you prefer!
We recommend ordering a size larger than
your shoe size, as th er e is on ly 1cm between each size.
Currently available in sizes 5-11

Once worn, never forgotten!
*Some Factory Seconds available for a reduced
price. See sale section on website for more info
www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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Our Brand New Chocolate Unisex Sheepland Slipper Boot!
Introducing our latest addition, our brand new unisex Chocolate Slipper Boot
We have handpicked the most decadent chocolate sheepskin fleeces, to wrap your feet and ankles in pure
luxury!
The new design features the seams
on the outside of the slipper around
the soft sole, this makes them look
great and also helps to improve the
comfort for those with a wider foot.
The new colour is easier to keep
clean and has been very popular
with our customers already. Designed to be worn up or down, the
button and toggle keep them feeling
snug all day long. Super soft natural
sheepskin throughout, with a soft
sole for indoor wear only.
We recommend ordering a size larger than your shoe size, as sizing is
very snug .
These are sized differently to our
original slipper boot, due to the
changes in the design.

Currently available in sizes 5-12

Once worn, never forgotten!
*Some Factory Seconds available for a reduced
price. See sale section on website for more info
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Unisex Sheepskin Loafer Moccasin
with slip resistant sole
These wonderful unisex loafer moccasins combine pure sheepskin inside
with quality caramel suede, creating a less expensive yet luxurious slipper. They have a slip resistant sole perfect for just popping outside if you
need to! They have a decorative lace detail and beautifully soft sheepskin
throughout. We would not recommend these for those with a wider foot,
as they are narrow in design.
Order you normal size
SIZES 5-11

British Lambswool and Suede Unisex Moccasins
As these are lined with lambswool they are soft and warm
without the expensive price tag which comes with pure
sheepskin. Handmade in Somerset , each pair is crafted
using pure wool, shorn from the sheep in the Spring,
which gives a lovely cosy inside. These can be made with a
choice of soft sole (on left) or firm sole (below) in either
beige or navy. The soft sole gives greater flexibility, whilst
the firm sole option gives better longevity.
Order your usual size
BEIGE OR NAVY. SOFT OR FIRM SOLE IN SIZES 5-13
Some larger sizes available
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The Somerset Range

All handcrafted in Glastonbury with Scottish suede and British sheepskin!
Each pair is lovingly handmade using the traditional methods.

Anton
Our bestselling Somerset Range style, these are made with beautifully soft sheepskin and coloured suede. Your feet are wrapped
in silky smooth sheepskin with a structured sole for longevity. A
traditional style with luxurious sheepskin and warmth. A wonderful unisex design available
in two classic colours.
Order your usual size
Available in sizes 6-12
Navy or Wine

Jane
A true classic crafted, combining a timeless style with luxurious sheepskin. Made locally with the finest quality British sheepskin collar and
lining. Made with a
suede upper, sheepskin
lining and a suede sole
for hard wear and maximum flexibility and comfort. These make lovely
gifts.
Limited Availability
Sizes 5-9

Pink or Navy

Lucy
Taking it’s inspiration from the Jane, this design is a stylish mule with a suede upper and luxurious collar. These
can be made in either Black (on the left) or in Pink (as below).

Limited Availability
Sizes 5-9
Pink or Navy
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Jasmine
Our classic Mule style, these combine a simple elegance
with beautiful dense ivory
sheepskin throughout. This
style has a small raised heel
for extra support. Each pair
is handmade locally from
British sheepskin.
Limited Availability
Sizes 4-9
Ivory

Our new Unisex Chocolate Mules
We are pleased to introduce our newest Mule, made from rich chocolate pure twin face sheepskin. These
are made with a lightweight EVA slip resistant sole, which allows you to pop outside if necessary. This rich
chocolate colour is easier to keep clean, plus the suede
toe guard helps protect from scuffs and improves wear.
These are perfect for both
Men and
Women.
Available in
size 5-11.

Our Handmade Sheepland Sheepskin
Footmuff
As seen on TV! Our famous footmuff is completely unique to
us. It has been entirely hand cut, made, finished, trimmed
and sold by us since 1988. Our footmuff is designed to be used
with both feet placed inside, perfect when watching the TV on
a chilly evening. Our footmuff is made from the finest tan
twin face sheepskin, wonderfully warm yet still soft and supple. Finished with the sheepskin fur collar, which can be left
down or rolled up as you desire.
ONE SIZE
Approx: Length 35cm, Width 25cm and Height 11cm
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Our Bestselling Unisex Classic Range 100% Twin Face Sheepskin Boots
Our Classic Range Boots are made from the finest pure twin natural sheepskin. This more expensive
sheepskin allows your feet to breathe as it wicks away moisture, unlike the cheaper lined and faux fur imitations. The heel is reinforced to help prevent heel collapse and the suede toe guard helps to minimise
scuffs and marks. They have a more hard wearing sole and as they are made with thick and luxurious
sheepskin they keep feet lovely and warm throughout the coldest weather!
Sizing: We recommend buying your usual shoe size as the sheepskin will bed down after a few wears.
However if you are between sizes it is usually best to go up to the larger size.
Available in: Chocolate and Chestnut

Sizes 4-10
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UngureanuUngureanu

My Classic Boots have arrived and I just love them!
Why would you choose any other? The sheepskin is
super duper soft and gorgeous, the sole has great
grip, plus the price is amazing—make sure you get
the factory seconds! That’s Christmas pressies for
the family sorted! Thanks Sheepland! -Vanessa
S.

 Made from 100% natural twin-faced

pure sheepskin.
 Reinforced suede heel guards help pre-

vent any heel collapse . These also make
the boot safer and give more solid support for your ankles.
 Suede toe guards for extra strength and

easier cleaning
 The tops can be folded down to create a

cosy feel.
 Designed to be worn barefoot to max-

imize the benefits of sheepskin but also
suitable with socks.
 Seams sewn with extra strong thread

for extra quality.

*Some Factory Seconds available for a reduced price. See sale
section on website for more info
www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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Clothing and Accessories
Genuine Sheepskin Gloves for Men and Women
Our Sheepskin Gloves are made from whole fleece natural sheepskin, which means the inside is the fur
side and the outside is the reverse of the same skin. Our gloves are not lined or wool lined, they are the entire sheepskin fleece, sewn using traditional methods. This means they are wonderfully warm, yet
flexible and lightweight enough to wear all day.
We have a large range of Ladies and Men’s sheepskin gloves and mittens available. We usually have
them in black, brown and beige but these can
change due to supply and demand.

Ladies Sheepskin Gloves

Ladies Sheepskin Gloves

Seamless Ladies Sheepskin Mittens

Longer Length Ladies
Sheepskin Mittens

Inches

Small

Medium

Large

X Large

7

8

9

10
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Handmade Sheepskin Fingerless Gloves for
Men and Women
Our fantastic British made sheepskin fingerless gloves, made entirely here in Somerset, are hand sewn in the traditional way. These
are crafted from luxurious twin face sheepskin, soft and supple yet
still practical in their
design featuring elastication on the inner
wrist to keep them
snug. These keep
your pulse points
warm while leaving
your hands free to get
on with whatever the
day entails, keeping
you cosy all day long.

Colours: Black for Men (top right)
Cream (top left) or Chocolate (below left) for
Women
ONE SIZE

Handmade Luxury Somerset
Handmuff
This beautiful hand warmer is made from super
soft ivory sheepskin, and is entirely handcrafted
here in our Somerset Workshop. The wonderfully
warm sheepskin gives two layers of warmth and
softness,
perfect for
snuggling
your hands
into on a
cold day. It
is sheepskin
through the
entire design - both
inside and
the outside!
One size:
25cm in
length, suitable for Ladies with Glove sizes of Small or Medium
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Handmade Pittards Leather Gloves for
Men and Women
These fantastic leather gloves by Pittards are the perfect addition this Winter both beautifully soft and wonderful quality. All are lined with a brushed microfibre for extra warmth
and durability. We have these fantastic gloves for both Men
and Women.
Womens Nappa: Made in Somerset Nappa leather, which
has a soft sheen for easy
wearability and great depth
of colour. Available in Taupe
and Black
Also in Womens Aniline:
Made in premium aniline
leather, which has a natural
finish for a distinctive and
luxurious touch. Available in
Grey and Cognac

Sizing: To discover you r
glove size, measure around
the knuckles (excluding
your thumb) and the palm
of your dominant hand (e.g. if you are right handed, then measure
around your right hand); the measurement you have taken, in inches, is
your glove size. All of our Medium gloves are to fit a Size 7.

Pittards Gloves for Men
In Somerset Nappa, featuring the three point detailing on the back of the hand. We are lucky
enough to have these available in buttersoft chocolate leather, in Size 9 (Large)

www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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Handmade Sheepskin Cossack
Hat
These look fantastic on. they compliment everybody, looking so stylish whilst keeping you snug
and warm.
Ideal for your ski vacation, or at home. Each Cossack Hat is lovingly
handcrafted, each
hand cut and
stitched entirely in
our workshop.
One size fits all.

Colours available:
Chocolate (left), Black (on
right) and Ivory (top left)

Handmade Shearling “Katy” Hat
We are delighted to announce the newest addition to our handmade sheepskin hats collection. This fantastic hat is wonderfully warm and cosy without the volume of the Cossack Hat. Unlike the Cossack Hat,
it has a sheepskin crown, making the style seamless and subtle. The entire hat is made from pure shearling fleece, which is not lined or glued, unlike many high
street styles. As it is entirely whole sheepskin, this means
it regulates your temperature, as it "breathes". The ivory
shearling is soft with dense fur, these make lovely gifts for
all ages and are stunning in person, not to mention every
piece is hand cut,
stitched and finished by
us in our Somerset Workshop. Made in one size
approx 54-57cm

Please note that as
Sheepskin is a natural
product it varies in colour tone. The hats are a
made from an ivory fur
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Handmade Somerset Sheepskin Headband
These look fantastic on. they compliment everybody,
looking so stylish whilst keeping you snug and warm.
These gorgeous headbands are each individually made in
our Workshop. The luxurious sheepskin is wonderfully
soft and keeps you gloriously warm! They feature 100%
genuine sheepskin, which is carefully finished with hidden elastic on the inside, to help keep them secure. These
are a must buy, for those who want a completely unique
100% British made sheepskin headband! Perfect for the
slopes or simply walking the dogs
ONE SIZE Available in ivory.
Currently Available in two depths: Standard: 9.5cm or
Extra Thick: 12cm - both have standard circumference

Please note that as Sheepskin is a natural product it varies in colour tone.

Genuine Sheepskin and Suede Earmuffs
We are very pleased to announce these fabulous sheepskin earmuffs ready for the chilly Winter! The
light honey coloured Sheepskin is luxuriously soft, combined with a beautiful chocolate suede headband
and clasp detail. Truly exceptionally cosy, the sheepskin keeps you fabulously warm whilst the band is
super comfortable, padded with thick sheepskin. They make wonderful gifts and look especially lovely
with the matching sheepskin boots, gloves and mittens. Made from natural double face sheepskin which
naturally wicks away moisture, meaning odourless. Sheepskin also has natural antimicrobacterial properties. A great way to combine natural comfort and fashion as one.
Available in Chocolate—One Size
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Sheepskin Insoles
Sheepskin insoles can be useful for all sorts of reasons, you might have a pair of beloved boots which are
thoroughly worn out inside, or you’re fed up of having cold toes in your Wellies. Sheepskin insoles can refresh the inside of your shoes but can also add warmth and luxury at a fraction of the cost. We offer a
range of luxurious insoles, each slightly different, each suited for a specific reason . These are all sold in
packs of two pairs in the same size.

100% Sheepskin Luxury Insoles
These are made entirely from the pure fleece, they have a
deep wool and are simply real sheepskin –all natural. Ideal
to wear, fully washable using wool detergent. Perfect for
well loved and well worn boots. Superb to add luxury to
faux fur boots or to refresh your sheepskin boots, these can
also be cut to fit. These are not like other insoles on the
market, they are much softer and as natural as possible.
100% twin faced sheepskin– Not glued or lined! Dense
sheepskin pile with a thin natural sheepskin back, no latex,
rubber or foam. They are flexible and comfortable– they
are not designed to be stiff or structured. Suitable for all
types of boot or shoe– making them cosy and toasty warm!
Available in sizes 4-12

Sheepskin Insoles with Slip Resistant
Backing
This is our second type of insole which combines the softness of the sheepskin with a thin man made
backing. This allows them to stay stiff and not bunch
up in certain shoes. These are made with slightly shorter
Length sheepskin with a dense pile, which enables them to
fit into most shoes and wellies. These are perfect
for those who want to enjoy the softness of sheepskin
but with a structured back to keep them in place.
The slip resistant backing gives them grip and structure.
Sizes 5-12

Genuine Australian Sheepskin Insoles
Genuine Australian Sheepskin Insoles ideal replacements for worn
sheepskin or faux fur boots. These insoles are soft with beautifully
fluffy sheepskin, stitched to a foam backing to help keep them in
place. Due to the nature of the sheepskin some colour variation may
occur and they cannot be cut down to size due to the stitching
around the edge.
Please see website or call for size information
Recent review via Amazon for our Insoles:
“These insoles are snowy white, deep , dense, odourless fine quality
lambs wool […] it no longer feels like walking on blocks of ice–
toasty feet in cheap wellies and I get to tell other dog walkers they
are fur lined. I shoved the second pair into old suede mule slippers
with a similar transformation, and they stay in place in these too.
The sizing is accurate but consider going up one size for wellies to
get a bit of wrap around. Delivery in 2 days. Top quality product at a good price and made in England–
Bravo Sheepland.”

www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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Special Fleece Shearlings
Sheepskin Shearlings have been used for years in the relief of pain in pressure points when patients need to stay for some time in one position . They are particularly useful for some elderly persons as they are so soft and dense they cushion the body from the pain of any surface, wheelchairs,
mattresses and even armchairs. They can help the elderly or those with invalidity to prevent ad
ease soreness or chafing. These rugs are being used in both care homes and nursing homes as well
as being available now to everybody that feels they have a need. These are you natural alternative
as they breathe with the body, preventing overheating, and maintaining a natural temperature.

Sheepland 100%
British Shearling
Our customers asked and we answered: Using British Sheep which
are tanned in a British Tannery.
These extremely luxurious skins are
available in bright white, perfect for
armchairs, wheelchair or under feet
to relieve pressure points. These are
very popular for those who are less
mobile to help keep them toasty all
day long. We finish these sheepskins
by hand in our Somerset Workshop.

Approx. 80-95cm
With a dense white
Fur of 2.5cm

I bought this for my Mother as it was recommended by a friend as an improvement to the recommended NHS mattress they issue to avoid bed/
pressure sores. This now goes on top of a Tempur
mattress between a blanket and the bottom fitted
sheet and is very comfortable. No pressure sores to
date!
I also notice that is was used by a lady in a wheelchair too on one of the other reviews, I found that
helpful and convinced me to try it.
Arrived quickly, packed well and came in a lovely
linen shopping bag too with a catalogue of their
other great products. I was delighted. It is such a
relief to find something comfortable. Brilliant!
- Jane J (Verified Amazon Review)

www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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Sheepland XL Aussie Shearling
Here we have introduced a largest shearling yet, they are a massive 6 SQ FT in size, with a super soft feel.
The ivory/off white fur is fabulously soft and tactile as the skins are so large they are wonderfully versatile.
These 100% Australian
Sheepskin are pure luxury,
measuring over 1m in
length, between approx.
1m-1.2m. These are also
perfect for putting at the
end of the bed to keep your
toes warm, whilst at the
same time making your
bed look wonderfully luxurious!
These sheepskins are
whole fleece which means
the back of the skin is not
dyed which means they
can often have a “speckled”
appearance on the reverse.
This does not affect the
quality of the fur or the
comfort.
Available in Ivory

Please note: Sheepskin is
a natural product and
therefore the colour tone
may vary from skin to
skin

WASHING: All of our shearling sheepskins can be washed on a delicate cycle or by hand with a sheepskin
shampoo or specialist non-bio detergent. You must let them dry naturally away from any direct heat
source.

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to call us on:
01458 850991
www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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Handcrafted Long Fur Sheepskin Rugs
We have a large selection of rugs to suit any
home! Beautifully hand
stitched here in our
workshop, we can make
Doubles (two rugs—as
below). Triples (three
rugs), Quads (four rugs)
and Sextos (6 rugs) .
Our standard colours
are ivory, black, chocolate and champagne,
although we can source
other colours if needed.
Please telephone for details.

Ivory sexto pictured on
left

Black double pictured on right

Ivory double pictured below

Sheepskin rugs can be used around the home with a all
different styles and décor, they look just as wonderful
in a traditional cottage as they do in a modern lounge.
Sheepskin rugs are such stand alone pieces that they
instantly draw the eye and add undeniable luxury to
any room. We have sold our rugs to Chalets in Switzerland, Boutique B&B’s and of course to lots of very devoted pet owners. , as you can see on the left!

Sheepskin rugs for pets not only keep animals warm in
winter but also cool in summer, as they allow constant
air flow which regulates the temperature.

www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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...Adding undeniable luxury to any room!

Chocolate Quad
on left

www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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Luxury Organic British Sheepskin Rugs
Luxurious 100% British Sheepskin
Our most striking and beautiful 100% British Organic Rugs from the South West Tannery are a firm favourite with our customers. These British
rugs are all completely individual, undyed
and kept as natural as possible making them
a true statement piece for any home. These
rugs look fantastic on stone, wooden or tiled
floors in particular, in both modern and traditional homes. We have supplied luxury
apartments, photo studios and even to a
French Chateaux! These can also be used on
armchairs, over the back of a sofa, on a window seat, along a bench or even as a luxurious dog or cat bed.
Our standard colour tones tend to be dark
tones (brown/grey/black) or light tones
(cream/grey/honey). If you are after something specific please get in touch and we will
do our best to help you. These rugs can be
washed with a sheepskin shampoo or nonbio detergent if necessary. We recommend
using a sheepskin brush to help keep them
fluffy, soft and inviting.
Although these are unique stand alone patterns and colours, we can also make them
into larger rugs on request.
We can hand stitched these rugs here in our
workshop, to make Doubles (two rugs), Triples (three rugs), Quads (four rugs) and Sextos (6 rugs) .
Sizes: Sin gles - 95cm x 71cm (at widest point),
Doubles (end to end) 182cm x 71cm (at widest point),
Quad 128cm x 182cm,

Sexto (143cm x 170cm)
Please telephone for further details:
01458 850991

www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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Sheepland Bed Throws
Our luxurious Long Hair Sheepskin Bed
Throws are all handmade in our Somerset
Workshop.
These fantastic Throws are made with long
haired sheepskins in Black or Ivory. Perfect to
add a little luxury to your bedroom, teamed
with our sheepskin cushion covers, they create
a bed that you’ll be loathe to get out of! These
are exclusive to us and made to order, the most
common sizes we make are to fit standard double or king/superking.
*Please note that as these are bespoke items
they are non –returnable.
Approximate sizes: Double: 200cm

King/ Superking: 275cm

Handmade Sheep Footstool
We have been making these sheep since 1986 and are
unique to us. They make wonderful gifts, look fantastic
inside the home and make the most gorgeous foot
stools! These magnificent sheep are made from
beautiful long fur ivory rugs, black toscana sheepskin,
dense shearling and British trimming sheepskin. They
have a handmade wooden frame inside, which is hand
padded and stuffed. We then make the
head, ears, tails and face, again all by hand. This sheep
is entirely British made here in our Somerset Workshop. We are extremely proud of our heritage as this is
where our name “ Sheepland” actually originated
from! Each sheep is lovingly created made to order.
Approx size: H eight (fr om flo or to top of hea d)
63cm, height (from floor to top of back) 55cm, length
77cm
Colours: Ivo r y or B lack

www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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Luxury Sheepskin Single Sided Cushion Covers
These fabulous ivory cushion covers, bring a luxurious touch to any room. Perfect for decorative bed cushions, these are a wonderfully addition around the home. These include a zip opening and are made from
luxurious long fur ivory sheepskin and a faux suede on the reverse, so that they can be washed if necessary.
Currently only available in one colour and one size (35cm x 35cm)

Lovely people at Sheepland,
I’ve kitted out the lounge with another of your beautiful Sheepland Quad rugs in front of my fire and I’m so
glad I went for the matching cushions you recommended to go with it. My sofa looks amazing! My only
problem is keeping the kids and animals off of them—they’re all in love with snuggling up with them!
With thanks from a very happy (and warm!) - Sarah B.

www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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The Unique Sheepland
Teddy Bears
Each lovingly handmade in our
Somerset workshop.
...at home in the nursery or living room
our Sheepskin bear is a natural friend.
Made from 100% natural sheepskin,
the fur is thick and luxurious, fingers
enjoy the tactile experience of stroking
and touching the deep pile.
Each Teddy is made in specialist Baby–
Safe sheepskin making it safe for close
contact.
A natural escape: Our
Bears can provide the ideal
soul mate, as
a gift for an
adult or a
teenager. The
bear becomes a friend, a bear to treasure, to share emotions and to love.
45cm tall, fully jointed and each made individually
A family friend: A Sheepland Bear is made to last and last, living with you and
your family. It is only natural that it will become an heirloom which passes down
from generation.

Stroller Fleece
Thermal control-Sheepskin Baby rugs are used
throughout the year. Wool is a natural insulator and
will trap warm air keeping temperatures stable and baby warm. The natural properties of wool have been recognized for centuries. As a natural fibre it wicks away
moisture, which keeps baby cooler and more comfortable. Using sheepskin can avoid unnecessary Clothing,
frequently a contributing cause to irritability and discomfort. Our stroller
fleeces have fabric
backing and are designed to fit strollers
and baby carriers.
These fleeces come
with a detachable Velcro fastening headpiece which can be altered to fit the pram
and baby.

www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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Special “Baby-Safe” Sheepskin Baby Fleece

Suitable for prams, pushchairs and cots these high quality
fleeces for babies are just fantastic. They have an amazing
quality to help comfort and calm, babies and children love
them alike.
The Natural alternative for your child. Sheepskin baby rugs
have been enjoyed by babies from around the world, the
warmth and comfort of the fleece feels wonderful against
the skin. The versatility and special properties of sheepskin
were revealed by a woman in New Zealand when her child
was recovering from
illness.
Sheepskin
Baby rugs
not only
soothe but
also help
to regulate your little ones temperature, keeping them
warm in Winter and cool in Summer. All fully machine
washable using specialist wool shampoo or non-bio detergent.
BABY FLEECE –56CM X 94CM APPROX.

Photos courtesy of Amy Hines Photography, Ilchester.
www.amyhines-photography.co.uk
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Sheepskin Polish Mitt
This wash mitt/ glove is made from pure genuine sheepskin. Used by car and bike lovers across the UK , this
wash mitt has very dense and soft pile. Including an elasticated wrist with is secure and can provide a more universal fit.
Our thumb design Mitt/Glove is more comfortable, flexible and allows you to get into crevices without trouble.
Our mitt measures 11” from the bottom of the wrist to
the top and 8” across.

Sheepskin Chamois
This 100% Sheepskin Leather Chamois is ideal
for use around your home and with your car
and motorcycle. It can be used either dry or wet
on paintwork and similar surfaces . It is particularly recommended for metal, mirrors, glass
and polishing furniture whilst dry.
Size is approximately 2.25 sq. ft.

Sheepskin Brushes
This handy sheepskin brush is wooden,
made with metal teeth. These teeth help to
separate the fur, thus regaining that fluffy
look! Also super with the Baby Fleece and
Stroller Fleeces. By investing in a Sheepskin
brush you can keep it soft and supple without the need to wash the skin as oftenwhich can sometimes dry the leather side
out. In particular, once washed, a sheepskin
should be thoroughly brushed whilst damp

www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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Sheepskin Offcuts
Here we are selling bags of mixed Sheepskin including Ivory, Tan, Chocolate or suede. These are offcuts from our
slippers, insoles and hats.
These 50cm x 40cm bags of Sheepskin offcuts are well
filled and they have been popular to make accessories.
These are perfect for arts and crafts and getting creative!
Great way to add real sheepskin finish to bags, clothing,
boots or hats.
Genuine 100% twin face sheepskin offcuts, sizes of pieces
vary.

Sheepskin Shampoo
Essential for keeping sheepskin rugs and sheepskin products looking their best! This 250ml bottle of specially formulated Sheepskin shampoo is perfect for either machine
or hand washing your sheepskin.
It is of course non-biological, un perfumed and preservative free, particularly good for washing your sheepskin baby rug or stroller fleece. We recommend that you use in it
alongside the sheepskin brush to keep your Sheepskin
products in great condition.

Gift Vouchers
You can now treat someone to a Sheepland Gift Voucher! If you’re not sure of someone's size or style
choice, why not let them choose? You can purchase any amount to spend online at our website
www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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Testimonials
Susan E- “ Have to say your slippers
are the best slippers so comfortable and
warm/ I actually enjoy winter and relish
putting my slippers on plus this winter
can’t wait to wear my Cossack hat, keep
up the good work!”
Judith W– “My slipper boots are cosy
and very comfortable to wear. I would
totally recommend them to all. I am looking forward to
wearing them again as soon as the weather changes. I
love the colour of them as well. I would choose all of
Sheepland’s boots and accessories. I am proud owner of
3 pairs of boots, one pair pf slippers and some stylish
ear muffs. My mittens are the best thing in the winter.
[…] many thanks Sheepland I am so happy I found
you...way better than Uggs and look more stylish”
Judith P- “My slipper boots arrived yesterday (in super fast time) and I am writing
to say how absolutely thrilled I am with them. Beautifully made, professionally
packed and a joy to wear. They are the best slippers I've had in many, many years.
Anyone who suffers from cold feet/ankles as I do should invest in a pair immediately”

Frances R- “ Dear Sheepland, I have brought your wonderful slippers for myself ,
for various friends, for relations...they are truly the best slippers in the world! Now
my son is complaining because I haven't brought him any! Thank you”
Petra M- “ I never write reviews, but I am making an exception for you. I've
brought a few things from you over the years and every purchase has been flawless,
just like the products I've brought. I have wide feet and your boots fitted perfectly
as well as being warm, hard wearing and stylish. Brilliant company and I will definitely buy from you again!”

To see our YouTube video of us making your
slippers visit: http://youtu.be/5RHI9mbWA
www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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About Us
Sheepland began in 1986 from very humble
beginnings making sheepskin toys and gifts
for local shops. Our small family run business
now creates the most
beautiful sheepskin
products in our very
own farmyard workshop near Glastonbury
in the English county
of Somerset.
We make our Traditional Range Slippers from natural sheepskin and they
are each crafted by hand. The cottage where the business is located is 170
years old. Sheepland Crafts moved here from Glastonbury around 1989.
The workshop is surrounded by fields, the cows and sheep grazing supply
the background hum of activity. We make lots of different Sheepskin
Products. Ladies with skilled fingers cut and sew the fleece to make our
soft Traditional Range slippers, Bespoke leather slippers, Cossack hats,
Footmuffs, Katy Hats, Handmuffs, Sheepskin Headband, Bed Throws, our wonderful rocking sheep, rugs and of course our
adorable Teddy Bears.
Visit our website: www.sheepskin.co.uk to
view our products. Our other items are
supplied either locally or from distributers. It was important to us that the business continued to employ these craftspeople otherwise, like so many their traditional skills, their expertise would possible be
lost forever.

www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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Delivery and Refunds– Orders are sent Monday-Thursday excluding Bank Holidays, delivery
£3.99 at time of print. International parcels are charged postage at cost. Secure online ordering with the
prices and shipping costs displayed in Sterling.

We have found that our customers like to discuss their ordered with us, please email or telephone and we
can let you know availability, postage times etc. We can take credit cards orders on the telephone.

Refunds Policy– If you would like to change your order made via our website please s end the item
back in the original packaging in pristine condition with the “REFUND/EXCHANGE FORM” enclosed. We
can then organise a change of size or a refund, provided the goods are received by us within 14 days in
pristine condition.

Follow us om Twitter: @SheeplandLtd or find us on Facebook:
www.Facebook.com/SheeplandLtd
...and like our page!
We regularly give away free products, online discounts and much more exclusively for Facebook fans.

Sheepland Ltd

The Hollies, Peacocks Hill
Barton St David, Somerset, TA11 6BN
www.Sheepskin.co.uk
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